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President’s Report
Hello to all the Mt Beauty
Gliding Club members and
readers of our newsletter.
There has been a lot of
activity on the ground and
in the air and I would like
to take this opportunity to
thank all the volunteers
that keep this club ticking.
I would like to personally
thank Peter Deane for his
work as club secretary. He
has been doing a fantastic job in this role and
deserves recognition.
Easter
Thank you to all the people who have volunteered
their services for the busy Easter period. We have
managed to fill most of the designated duties to
ensure safe and efficient operations, but we would
still appreciate any extra help with ground crew or
winch observer on any of the days over Easter.
We have planned a BYO food and drinks social BBQ
on Saturday 15th April. Please support this event as
we will have many visiting pilots who would enjoy
your company. We will also be hosting another
social dinner on Monday 17th April to celebrate the
end of the busy Easter period!
GFA Project 3000: Aviate in April

more people into gliding. This is a great time to try.
GFA have a recruitment initiative called
Project 3000: Aviate in April. It’s fairly simple and
could benefit our club.
These are the terms of the project:
1. Fly a Friend at any gliding club in Australia in
April
2. When they join GFA for 12 months GFA will
repay 50% of the GFA membership fee to your club.
3. When the member renews in April 2018 GFA
will again refund 50% of the GFA fee to your club.
4. Let’s do it. It’s never been a better time to take a
friend up!
On that note, I must admit, one of my greatest
pleasures in life is to take my family and friends up
for a flight. I took my son up on February 27 for his
21st birthday. I am not sure who enjoyed it more?
He absolutely loved it, even though after his first
flight, some 18months ago, he vowed “never again!”
Let’s all make an effort to share our sport with the
ones we share our lives with.
Cheers,
Happy flying,
Atila Kerestes
PRESIDENT

There has been a lot of talk about how we can get
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CFI report
We had a continued
stretch of good soaring
weather through March
with the regular flyers
having some nice flights.
Olli and I flew the two
ASK-21's over to
Benambra on the Friday
preceding the Labour Day
weekend and were joined
by five other members for an enjoyable day there on
Saturday. The flight over was a 10,000' day and we
were able to see the ocean near Bairnsdale while
flying around the Omeo valley and Swifts Creek for
several hours. Greg Wilson drove over on Friday
and we had a great evening at the local pub meeting
the locals. We were accommodated by local
identity, Ben Buckley, who, at 80, is a local
councillor and a veteran Ag Pilot. He lives next to
the lake airstrip and is a very entertaining character
telling us lots of tales from his colourful life. Karl
Nowakowski (and family) and Steve Bradbury drove
over on Saturday, while Tony came over in his C180
to provide aero-tows. Gary Mason also flew up from
Sale in a Jabiru to join us. The plan was to stay to
whole weekend but the potential of thunderstorms
predicted for Sunday saw a decision to depart later
on Saturday afternoon. Olli flew GVA back behind
the Cessna and I used the engine in GVS to get to
Falls Creek where we both soared to around 10,000
feet before descending back to Mt Beauty.
Benambra is only 50km away as the crow flies but is
like a frontier settlement when you are there and the
locals are very friendly. I think it is definitely worth
visiting again.
The storms predicted didn’t eventuate so ADFA
students James and Patryk from Canberra made a
trip to Mt Beauty for another fix of Mt Beauty and
had about six solo's each over the rest of the long
weekend.
More recently, my involvement with the AAFC is
continuing and I've just returned from Point Cook
when we had a staff training weekend for the ASK21Mi. 400SQN is the Victorian unit of the AAFC and
is finally getting its act together after several years of
minimal activity due to admin and bureaucratic
issues, one being getting enough instructors. We
had ten volunteers at the classroom lectures last
Friday which followed with 23 flights over the
weekend. The training is quite rigorous and
thorough and a high standard is expected as you
would imagine, but getting to fly young teenage
cadets in a brand new ASK-21Mi is worth the effort.
Next week I will be flying with many of the 100
cadets doing a promotion camp at Point Cook and
hopefully as more staff get converted to the glider
there will be regular gliding ops every few
weekends.

As we gear up for Easter please consider helping
out at the club and help make it an enjoyable and
safe weekend with our guests from Melbourne
Gliding Club and GCV.
MARK BLAND – CFI
_____________________________________________

Terry’s maintenance report
March has passed with little
fanfare. As promised our
winch will have had its routine
cable traverse mechanism
service and should be back
on line 1st.April. No joke!
Members will want to know
what they get for their launch
fees, and why.
* Winches get a hammering with one flat out launch
after another; not just the engine and transmission,
but also the four rollers feeding the cable and
layering it onto the drum. When a jam occurs, or the
cable wraps itself around the mechanism, things
happen fast and even heavy steel angles can be
torn apart. During a launch at say 60 Kts over
300 hp is being produced and at least one of the two
763.5mm heavy steel cable guide tubes could be
spinning at over 9,000 rpm. A little wear, alignment
error or imbalance can place significant stresses on
the mechanism. The bearings in their bronze
mounts are under enormous stress. The friction of
the cable wears the tubes significantly.
To maximise safety, we routinely inspect the
assembly and replace components well before
failure. During the last week new side rollers have
been fabricated and lathe machined to fit each of the
bearing carriers, (the lathe work was done by Twin
City Engineering in Albury, because they have the
large feed through head lathe needed for 60mm
stock, and the skill to use it!). I have replaced and
individually fitted 11 bearings into each of their
carriers and the 70 odd parts fitted and
reassembled. Tedious work, with tolerances finer
than 0.004mm, but be assured your winch is ready
for more work. All this for less than $300.
* To make matters even better, the red beast (Club
Winch) has been repainted white with thanks to
Mark and Detlev; and the differential oil has been
renewed.
Although a Yellow winch sits beside the Club winch,
and a set of large white gables also mark the winch
position, the new white paint on your winch can only
make it even easier for pilots in circuit to locate it.
Always locate the winch point and glance at it when
on late downwind, base and final. Note if the winch
beacon is flashing. This will happen whenever a
winch's ignition is activated.
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If it is, assume some launch or cable activity is in
progress or imminent and take immediate and
appropriate action.
* By the time you read this, I will also have
permanently fixed the recalcitrant starter motor on
the Hilux. Its roof is now a nice yellow and the new
beacon flashes brightly. Just be sure it is plugged in
so that it will work whenever the ignition is on. This
beacon also serves as a reminder if the ignition is
left in "Accessory" mode instead of being fully turned
off (black plunger depressed to turn the key fully
anticlockwise). It also has a new battery.
* The tarp covering the launch shelter reached its
use by date. Thanks to Shirley for some clever
stitching to reinforcing the tie down hooks on the
new tarp that has now been erected.
TERRY KNIGHT
T/O OPERATIONS / AIRWORTHINESS / RADIO
_______________________________________

Editor’s Epistle

with the successful completion of the Alpine Gliding
week which saw quite a few flights out to as far as
Yarrawonga, Mt Kosciusko and Mt Buller.
There are quite a few keen photographers in the
club. One of our Melbourne Members, George
Skarbek, took this picture on his last visit. It reminds
us of one of the reasons we like living at Mt Beauty –
the fabulous views we have of the night sky.
By the way, our earth is currently fairly close to the
planet Jupiter. It is very bright in the evening sky
and even with a modest telescope you can discern
the larger moons of Jupiter.
For this edition I would like to thank all our
contributors, especially our movie reviewer Carol
Sieker. Carol is a former GCV member and a former
work colleague of mine at TAA. Without our
contributors the newsletter would be a very thin
volume indeed.
The Editor
_________________________________________

Review of Movie “Hidden Figures”
From Carol Sieker
This film essentially
tells the story of three
African-American
women
mathematicians,
working as “computers”
checking the
calculations of NASA’s
male engineers, and
their part in the
American/Russian race
to get a man into
space. Although artistic
licence was evidently
taken with some of the
facts, I found the story as told in the film engaging
and easy to watch and the actors all suited their
parts, including some of the smaller roles like that of
John Glenn.
As well as giving an insight into the tensions of this
exciting time at the start of our venture off this earth,
the treatment of the discrimination problems faced
by these women by virtue of their gender and colour
was a real eye opener to me.
A bit of romance is thrown in for good measure but
was done so it added to, rather than subtracting
from the main story.

Mt Beauty and the Milky Way looking south.
Pic - George Skarbek

Well I haven’t been doing much flying recently but
there has been quite a bit of flying activity by others

NASA’s first IBM computer, with its punched card
programming, made an appearance and original
footage of rocket launches from the time were
integrated into the story as well. I found it a good
watch and the time went quickly.
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March Photographic Roundup

th
Two ASK21s on Final on 18 March
Pic – Detlev Rueff

rd
The vista from Mark’s wave flight in GVS on 3 of March

The trip to Benambra

Victor Sierra in an overcast sky.
Pic – Detlev Rueff

Pictures above from Detlev Rueff
Visitors on 4th March
Pic - Detlev Rueff

Mark has decided on a late attempt to topple Deltev
from the top of the winch drivers tally.
A happy flyer.
Pic – Detlev Rueff
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With the northern hemisphere soaring season
starting we can expect to slide in the world rankings
over the period to the end of OLC2017 in
September.
________________________________________

Winch Driver Tally
MBGC Winch Drivers to 29MAR2017

Detlev and Mark have given the winch
a new paint job.

Name
Detlev Rueff
Greg Wilson
Mark Bland
Al Dickie
Atila Kerestes
Richard Grohmann
Reuben Lane
Andrew Evans
Terry Knight
Ian Cohn
Olli Barthelmes
Mike Pobjoy
Carrick Gill-Vallance
Bernie O'Donnell
Mike Parkinson
Gary Mason
Brendon Lovell
Brendan Judd
Peter Demeo
January
February
March

Total 2017
146
102
71
45
21
17
13
10
8
6
6
5
4
4
3
2
2
1
1

467

218
148
101

Thanks to Greg Wilson for compiling these statistics.
__________________________________________

Internet Links
Mountain Flying Links from Mark Bland
www.bordersgliding.co.uk/Aviation_Articles/Safetyin
MountainFlying.pdf
www.tangowhisky.com/How%20to%20Survive%20Gliding.pdf
www.soaringacademy.org/mountain-safety.php
___________________________________________

OLC Update
As at 30th March MBGC is 11th in the world with
60,643 points and 7th in Australia with 59,360 points.
MBGC gained 6,848 points in 41 flights in March
compared with 9,542 points in 69 flights for the
same period last year.
Considering flights in the Mt Beauty area, Mark
Bland achieved the highest points for March with
503 on the 5th of March. Steve Bradbury achieved
the highest average speed for March with 93 kph on
the 13th of March. For flights in GVA, Olli
Barthelmes gained the highest point score with 210
points on the 15th of March.

Food for Thought
Future Disruption
Why Energy & Transportation will be Obsolete by
2030
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kxryv2XrnqM

________________________________________

Instructor & Duty Pilot Roster
Don’t forget to contact the Duty Instructor to book
your training or check flight requirements prior to the
weekend to assist with planning of instructing
resources. Don’t just turn up on the day expecting
to receive instruction without prior notification.
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If you are unable to be Duty Instructor or Duty Pilot
on your rostered day, it is up to you to arrange a
replacement and let Peter Deane and CFI Mark
Bland know who you have swapped with.
Contact Peter at peter@deane.net.au or o n
0418 591 351.
Duty Instructor contact details
Mark Bland
Ian Cohn
Andrew Evans
Mike Parkinson
Mike Pobjoy
Day
Sat

Date
1/04/2017

Sun

2/04/2017

0417 565 514
0408 379 939
0409 277 328
0413 736 145
0402 075 131

Duty Instructor
Bland
0417 565 514
O'Donnell
0431 529 633

Groucho Marx Quote

“Learn from the mistakes of others. You can never
live long enough to make them all yourself.”
________________________________________

Glider For Sale
PILATUS B4 GLIDER VH-GCD

Duty Pilot
Kerestes
Barthelmes

________________________________________

Humour
Pilatus VH-GCD
Please note - Mike is not for sale!!!
Currently airworthy with 40 yearly inspection
completed in September 2015.
Open trailer.
Price $6,000 ono
Contact Andrew:
E: skyfox49@gmail.com
M: 0409 277 328
________________________________________

Don’t forget to nominate MBGC Code 1060
when you purchase items from Foodworks.

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
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